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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This paper recommends refinements to the results framework of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) to improve its effectiveness as a management tool.1 They incorporate lessons 
learned since the adoption of the framework in 2008. This paper responds to Management’s 
commitment, as stated in the Development Effectiveness Review 2009 (DEfR), to review 
specific components of the framework and submit recommendations to the Board of Directors in 
2010.2 Since the results framework of the Asian Development Fund (ADF) follows ADB’s results 
framework, the refinements proposed in this paper apply to both. Management discussed its 
earlier proposals at a Board meeting on 17 November 20103 and with ADF donors at the ADF X 
midterm review on 18–19 November 2010.4  
 
2. The proposed refinements focus on areas where small modifications to the structure and 
indicators are essential to allow more accurate performance assessment. This approach 
ensures comparability with past data and assessments against the original targets committed in 
2008 to ADB shareholders and ADF donors. The proposals also reflect the need to limit the 
indicators to a number conducive to decision making. ADB plans to review the results 
frameworks more comprehensively in 2012 when most of the existing targets become due and 
new targets need to be adopted.5  
 
II.  ADB’S RESULTS FRAMEWORK AND DEVELOPMENT EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW 

3. ADB introduced the results framework in September 2008 to guide the implementation of 
Strategy 2020, which was approved in April 2008.6 The framework included targets for key 
development indicators for Asia and the Pacific—including the 2015 Millennium Development 
Goals—and sets intermediate corporate performance targets for 2012. In October 2008, ADB 
issued its first annual progress report on the framework, the DEfR, covering its 2007 
performance. The second DEfR covering 2008 was completed in July 2009 and the third 
covering 2009 was issued in April 2010.7 The results framework, with the performance analysis 
in the DEfRs, has become a yardstick for corporate management in ADB, driving many internal 
reforms.  
 
4. ADB and its Board of Directors regard the ADB results framework as a living document, 
noting that the original indicators and their targets may require refinements to improve their 
usefulness. ADB has already introduced some minor refinements to the indicators, their 
definitions, and methods of data collection to improve data accuracy and consistency across 
ADB. The refinements also responded to suggestions by the Board that could be incorporated 
immediately before the planned 2012 review of the results framework. While almost all of the 
                                                 
1 ADB. 2008. ADB Results Framework. Manila. http://www.adb.org/Documents/Policies/ADB-Results-

Framework/r166-08.pdf  
2 ADB. 2010. Development Effectiveness Review 2009. Manila. pp. 47–48. http://www.adb.org/Documents/ 

reports/development-effectiveness-review/2009-Development-Effectiveness.pdf   
3  ADB. 2010. Refinements to ADB’s Results Framework. Manila. Working Paper 3-10. 26 October 2010.  
4 ADB Management presented a discussion paper, Refinements to ADF’s Results Framework, at the ADF X Midterm 

Review on 18 November 2010. Management also sought ADF deputies’ comments on its initial proposals through 
an online discussion forum from 17 August to 19 September 2010. The forum was also open to developing 
member country participants in the ADF X Midterm Review and ADB’s Board of Directors for viewing. 

5 The 2012 review will use as input the Independent Evaluation Department’s evaluation of managing for 
development results in ADB, including ADB’s results framework and its use, to be undertaken in 2011.  

6  ADB. 2008. Strategy 2020: The Long-Term Strategic Framework of the Asian Development Bank, 2008–2010. 
Manila. 

7 ADB. 2009. Development Effectiveness Review 2008. Manila; and ADB. 2010. Development Effectiveness Review 
2009. Manila. http://www.adb.org/Documents/Reports/Development-Effectiveness-Review/. 
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original targets were maintained, some of the original baseline values were adjusted after more 
accurate data became available (level 1 of the framework) and output indicators were 
standardized in 2008 (level 2). All of these refinements were discussed in the 2008 and 2009 
DEfR reports, and are summarized in Appendix 1.8 
  
5. In addition to the refinements to the results framework, ADB introduced innovations to 
the DEfR process to make it a more dynamic management tool. First, Management developed a 
scorecard methodology to assess progress against its 70 targets set for the region, as well as 
ADB and ADF operations, to identify weaknesses and to guide timely action. Second, ADB 
introduced additional assessments in the DEfR to strengthen performance measurement, 
including reviews of sector and thematic results and program outcomes (level 2). Assessments 
by country categories, such as ADF-only countries and countries in fragile and conflict-affected 
situations, were also introduced.9 These supplement indicator-based ratings and respond to the 
Board’s suggestion that deeper analysis is needed. The findings of the DEfR inform ADB’s 
planning directions, and work program and budget framework. The implementation of the 
DEfR’s action plan, which is coordinated by ADB’s Results Management Unit, is monitored 
through quarterly meetings of heads of departments. ADB’s experience with the DEfR and the 
search for better performance analysis drive the refinements proposed in this paper.  
 

III. PROPOSALS 

6. The paper outlines 10 proposals for refining the results framework structure and 
indicator set. This section also briefly discusses the continued improvements in performance 
analysis in the DEfR, including non-indicator-based assessments. The results framework with 
proposed refinements is presented in Appendix 2.10 
 
A. Refining the Results Framework’s Structure  

1. Level 2: Core Sector Indicators 

Proposal 1: Change the name of the results framework level 2 from “Contribution to Country 
Outcomes through Key Outputs” to “Core Outputs and Outcomes”  

 
7. The new title will (i) more accurately reflect the types of level 2 indicators, which 
measure project outputs and beneficiaries as a proxy for sector outcomes; and (ii) avoid the 
impression that level 2 demonstrates a link between ADB outputs and country outcomes. 
Establishing that link has proven challenging as the framework relies on aggregate ADB and 
ADF data. ADB’s contribution to country-level outcomes has become the focus of country 
development effectiveness briefs.11 The term “core” in the name indicates that level 2 focuses 
on the alignment of results delivered and programmed with the three sectors—infrastructure, 

                                                 
8 For more details, see Appendix 1 of the 2008 DEfR and Appendix 3 of the 2009 DEfR (footnote 7). 
9  “ADF-only” countries have access to grants and loans from the ADF but not to loans from ADB’s ordinary capital 

resources loans. Countries are identified as being in “fragile and conflict-affected situations” based on rankings in 
their country performance assessments.  

10 ADB’s results framework indicators definition document will also be updated. See ADB. 2010. Asian Development 
Bank’s Results Framework Indicators Definition. Manila. http://www.adb.org/Documents/Policies/ADB-Results-
Framework/Results-Framework-Indicators.pdf  

11  ADB prepared 13 country briefs in 2010: Afghanistan, Armenia, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Mongolia, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; and 
two in 2009: Bhutan and Pakistan. http://www.adb.org/Documents/Brochures/Development-Effectiveness-Country-
Briefs/default.asp  
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finance sector development, and education—falling under the Strategy 2020’s core areas of 
operations.  
 
8. To supplement indicator-based analysis and assess ADB’s achievement of project and 
program outcomes, the 2008 DEfR introduced sector outcome and thematic result assessments 
as additional analyses using project completion reports. These analyses are organized around 
the three complementary strategic agendas of Strategy 2020: inclusive growth, environmentally 
sustainable growth, and regional integration. Most sector outcomes and results of Strategy 2020 
priority themes—governance, capacity development, gender equity, and private sector 
development—are assessed in an inclusive growth section. Environmental sustainability and 
regional cooperation and integration are assessed in corresponding sections. ADB also 
introduced in the 2009 DEfR separate analyses on program loans (results of which are not 
usually captured through level 2 indicators) and technical assistance operations. ADB will 
continue with these two initiatives and strengthen the analysis by using independent evaluations 
and self-evaluations more consistently, including analysis by sector and thematic communities 
of practice of ADB. 
 

2. Level 3: Operational Effectiveness 

Proposal 2: Create a new category, “Quality of Completed Operations,” and move the 
following existing indicators—three from the cluster Operational Quality and 
Portfolio Performance and one from the cluster Knowledge Management—to this 
new category: 

  
(i) Completed country partnership strategies rated successful (%) 
(ii) Completed sovereign operations rated successful (%) 
(iii) Completed technical assistance operations rated successful (%) 
(iv) Positive perceptions on ADB effectiveness in reducing poverty (%) 

 
Proposal 3: Relabel the category “Operational Quality and Portfolio Performance” as “Quality 

at Entry and Portfolio Performance,” and move to this category the existing level 
4 indicator (cluster Business Processes and Practices) “average time from 
approval to first disbursement in sovereign operations (months)” 

 
9. These will help distinguish the performance indicators of completed operations (results 
achieved) from the other indicators, which measure implementation performance of ongoing 
operations and quality of newly approved operations (progress towards results). This will enable 
ADB to assess the immediate effect of the recent changes in organizational effectiveness—for 
example, changes in the skills mix and business processes—on the performance of ongoing 
operations, which will eventually influence the success of completed operations. The indicator 
on perceptions of ADB’s effectiveness will be moved to the new category (Quality of Completed 
Operations) as it mostly reflects the perceived success of past performance. With these 
changes, ADB can assign more meaningful scores in its performance scorecard. 
 
Proposal 4: Relabel the category “Finance Mobilization” as “Finance Transfer and 

Mobilization”  
 
10. The addition of “transfer” to the title better captures the nature of a disbursement 
indicator, which measures how efficiently ADB transfers money from funds already committed. 
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11. ADB also proposes some minor rewording of indicators in level 3 to shorten them or 
clarify their meaning. The sources, definitions and targets of these indicators will remain the 
same. One example is to replace “average annual combined ratings of PPERs, PVRs, and 
PCRs (% successful)” with “completed sovereign operations rated successful (%).” The 
changes are integrated and footnoted in Appendix 2 while sources and technical definitions of 
all indicators are available in ADB’s results framework indicators definition document 
(footnote 10). 
 
B. Refining the Results Framework’s Indicator Set 

1. Level 1: Asia and Pacific Development Outcomes 

Proposal 5: Replace the indicator “access of rural population to an all-season road (%)” by a 
new indicator, “paved roads for every 10,000 people (km)”  

 
12. The World Bank, which is the source of the data for the existing indicator, has 
discontinued data reporting in its World Development Indicators since 2008. While retaining an 
indicator that captures the rural aspect of road access is desirable, the lack of reliable data and 
alternative indicators on rural roads led Management to recommend this proposal. The new 
indicator is derived from two other indicators in the World Development Indicators: (i) paved 
roads (% of total roads), and (ii) total road network (km). It is supported by much more reliable 
data collection. The indicator allows comparisons between countries and between regions.  
 
Proposal 6: Add the following new indicator: “banking assets to gross domestic product (%)” 
 
13. The new indicator will enable ADB to monitor finance sector developments in the region 
and guide its finance sector operations. This indicator is considered most appropriate as (i) data 
is regularly available from most developing member countries (DMCs), and (ii) it has strong 
positive correlation with other aspects of finance sector development for which data availability 
varies.12 The 2005 baseline value of the proposed indicator is 78% for all DMCs and 57% for 
ADF countries.13 In 2009, the average for all DMCs was 80%. In Asia, this compares with 314% 
for Japan, and 185% for the Republic of Korea. In the eurozone, the value was 339%, while in 
the US it was 108%.14  
 

2. Level 3: Operational Effectiveness 

Proposal 7: Add the following two indicators on nonsovereign operations: 
  

(i) “completed nonsovereign operations rated successful (%)” to the 
proposed new category “Quality of Completed Operations,” with 80% as 
the target  

                                                 
12  Indicators used to measure these aspects include (i) nonbanking assets to gross domestic product (GDP), 

(ii) market capitalization to GDP, and (iii) total bonds outstanding to GDP.  
13 The baseline values are calculated using data from 19 DMCs: Bangladesh, People’s Republic of China, Fiji 

Islands, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Nepal, 
Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, Uzbekistan, and 
Vanuatu. For the classification of DMCs, see Appendix 2 of the 2009 DEfR (footnote 2). 

14 All figures in the paragraph are ADB estimates based on data from CEIC Data Company Ltd, International 
Monetary Fund financial sector assessment program reports, national central bank statistics, and ADB regional 
departments. 
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(ii) “quality-at-entry of nonsovereign projects rated satisfactory (%)” to the 
renamed category “Quality at Entry and Portfolio Performance,” with 85% 
as the target 

 
14. The Board has consistently asked Management to gradually incorporate indicators into 
the results framework that measure performance of nonsovereign operations, given Strategy 
2020’s emphasis on private sector development. Since 2008, an extended annual review report 
(XARR)—equivalent to a PCR for a sovereign operation—has been required for every 
nonsovereign operation that has had disbursements and reached early operating maturity.15 
The growing number of XARRs every year allows a more robust assessment of the quality of 
completed nonsovereign operations. Because only 10 XARRs were issued before 2010, the 
baseline will be established in 2010 using the 2008–2010 average. ADB’s quality-at-entry 
assessment exercise will provide the quality-at-entry ratings of nonsovereign operations. 
Proposed targets for the new indicators will be set at the same levels as the corresponding 
indicators for sovereign operations. To complement these two indicators, Management will also 
discuss in the DEfRs the quality of ongoing nonsovereign operations. 
 
Proposal 8: Add the following new indicator for knowledge management: “ADB perceived 

externally as excellent source of knowledge on development issues (% strongly 
agreeing),” with 29% as the baseline (2009) and 40% as the target for both ADB 
and ADF 

 
15. The proposed indicator, available from the ADB perceptions survey conducted every 
3 years, measures external perceptions of ADB’s effectiveness in creating and sharing 
knowledge through its entire operations (investment operations, and knowledge products and 
services). The value measured by the 2009 perceptions survey was 29%;16 aiming for an 
annual improvement of about 10%, the 2012 target is set at 40%. The new indicator 
complements the existing Most Admired Knowledge Enterprise survey indicator, which 
measures ADB’s effectiveness in managing knowledge internally. The existing indicator 
“completed technical assistance operations rated successful (%)” is proposed to be moved from 
this category to the new category, “Quality of Completed Operations” (proposal 2). ADB will 
supplement its indicator-based performance assessment with qualitative analysis on knowledge 
management, drawing upon the annual progress report of its knowledge management action 
plan (2009–2011). 
 

3. Level 4: Organizational Effectiveness 

Proposal 9: Revise the indicator on business processes and practice “average sovereign 
operations processing time (months from fact-finding to approval)” to “average 
sovereign operations processing time (months from fact-finding to 
effectiveness),” with 16 months as the target for both ADB and ADF  

 

                                                 
15  For direct nonsovereign operations, early operating maturity occurs on the later of the dates when (i) the project 

completion certificate has been obtained for the financed project, (ii) the project has at least 18 months of post-
financing operating revenues, and (iii) ADB has received at least one set of audited annual financial statements 
covering at least 12 months of post-financing operating revenues. For indirect nonsovereign operations financed 
via intermediaries, early operating maturity occurs when at least 30 months have elapsed following ADB’s final 
material disbursement for subloans or sub-investments. ADB. 2008. Project Administration Instructions. PAI 6.07B, 
Manila. 

16 ADB. 2010. ADB Perceptions Survey: Multinational Survey of Stakeholders 2009. Manila. 
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16. The proposed change aligns this indicator with ADB’s streamlined business processes,17 
introduced in 2010, which considers effectiveness18 the end of project processing. Baseline and 
past values will be recalculated following this change. It is proposed that the 2012 target be 
reduced from 18 to 16 months for ADB, and from 20 to 16 months for ADF, expecting 
(i) 12 months for approval from fact-finding as envisaged under the streamlined business 
processes (footnote 17); and (ii) 4 months from approval to effectiveness, a 2-month reduction 
from 6 months in 2006.  
 
Proposal 10: Add the following three new indicators on the delegation of functions to resident 

missions:19 
 

(i) “proportion of resident missions leading country programming (%),” with 
100% as the target for 2012 

(ii) “proportion of resident missions leading country portfolio review (%),” with 
100% as the target for 2012 

(iii) “proportion of resident missions leading country economic work (%),” with 
100% as the target for 2012 

 
17. Resident missions, headed by country directors, are the first point of contact for client 
countries. As the focal point for country-related matters, the country director manages the client 
relationship, development partner coordination, and external relations. The country director 
leads the preparation of country partnership strategies and country programming, country 
portfolio review, and country economic work. The three proposed new indicators will measure 
resident mission leadership in these three core functions. Following ADB’s adoption of its 
Resident Mission Policy in 2000,20 the proportion of resident missions leading these functions 
increased rapidly. Between 2000 and 2007 (baseline), it rose from 23% to 91% for 
programming, 69% to 91% for portfolio review, and 31% to 91% for country economic work.  
 
18. While ADB will retain the indicator “sovereign operations administered by resident 
missions (%),” it will consider better ways to measure its client responsiveness once it updates 
its decentralization model.21 New indicators will be considered under the comprehensive review 
of the results framework in 2012. 
 
19. New Level 2 indicators under consideration. The comprehensive review of the results 
framework in 2012 is likely to lead to further changes to the level 2 indicators in all core 
operational areas: (i) education, using indicators that are aligned with the education operations 
plan approved in August 2010,22 focusing on quality and equitable access (including by gender 
and disadvantaged groups); (ii) energy, using the indicators in the 2009 Energy Policy results 

                                                 
17 ADB. 2009. Better and Faster Loan Delivery. Report of the Loan Delivery Working Group. Manila.  
18 Date on which the loan, grant, or guarantee agreement comes into force. The agreement becomes effective after 

its signing by all parties, upon the borrower's compliance with the effectiveness conditions. 
19 The 20 resident missions and two regional offices in the Pacific existing or created in 2006 are counted. New 

resident missions since then (three until 2010: Georgia, Armenia, and Turkmenistan) are small and are unlikely to 
perform all three functions in 2012. 

20  ADB. 2000. Resident Mission Policy. Manila. 
21  ADB’s evolving decentralization model is based on closer collaboration between resident missions and 

headquarters, with clear accountability of country and sector directors depending on specific functions. For project 
administration, the model expects resident mission staff to work in teams with headquarters staff for all projects 
under processing and supervision. Through this teamwork across locations, the model removes the divide that 
existed between “delegated” and “non-delegated,” and promotes more effective communication and collaboration 
in the field with clients and other development partners. 

22 ADB. 2010. Education by 2020: A Sector Operations Plan. Manila. 
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framework,23 including those measuring renewable energy and energy efficiency; (iii) finance, 
based on a forthcoming finance sector operations plan; (iv) transport, using indicators that are 
aligned with the 2010 Sustainable Transport Initiative;24 and (v) water, based on a forthcoming 
water operations framework. Some indicators that could be considered for the 2012 review are 
summarized in Appendix 3. ADB has begun to collect data needed to establish multiyear 
baseline values for these indicators. Disaggregation of core sector outputs by regional and 
nonregional projects will help in analyzing ADB’s contribution to regional cooperation and 
integration better. ADB will initiate this analysis in the 2010 DEfR. 
 

IV. RECOMMENDATION 

20. The President recommends that the Board approve: 
 

(i) refinements to the results framework structure (proposals 1–4), as described in 
paras. 7–11; and  

(ii) refinements to the results framework indicator set (proposals 5–10), as described 
in paras. 12–17. 

 
 

 
23 ADB. 2009. Energy Policy. Manila. 
24 ADB. 2010. Sustainable Transport Initiative Operational Plan. Staff Working Paper May 2010. Manila. 



8 Appendix 1 
 

SUMMARY OF EARLIER REFINEMENTS 

1. This appendix highlights the earlier refinements made to the original 2008 results 
framework and discussed in the 2008 and 2009 development effectiveness reviews.1 
 
2. Level 1. Adjusted baseline scores in tables 1 and 2 in line with new international 
definitions and better data becoming available. 

 
3. Level 2. 
 

(i) Reestablished baseline values and targets following the standardization of output 
and beneficiary definitions, and use of a common data collection methodology 
across all operations departments  

(ii) Added the indicator on greenhouse gas emission reduction (tons of carbon 
dioxide per year) 

 
4. Levels 3 and 4. 
 

(i) Specified the nature of operations as sovereign or nonsovereign, and revised 
some values accordingly 

(ii) Included and specified Asian Development Fund (ADF) grants and private sector 
loans in several of the indicators 

(iii) Used project counts for all indicators of strategic thematic focus in operations, 
rather than loan and grant approvals  

(iv) Updated the baseline and earlier years scores for the average annual combined 
ratings of project performance evaluation reports (PPERs), project completion 
report validation reports (PVRs), and project completion reports (% successful) in 
line with new PPERs and PVRs that become available in subsequent years 

(v) Reset the 2012 target for ratings of technical assistance completion reports 
(% successful) from “Maintain the baseline score” (which was 82%) to 80%, to be 
consistent with the overall benchmark for success ratings 

(vi) Changed the number of professional staff and national officers in ADB to those in 
regional departments to improve the comparison with the number of such staff in 
resident missions 

(vii) Adjusted some baseline scores to correct errors and update to replace earlier 
estimates as figures become available 

(viii) Adjusted figures for new program-based approaches approved by reporting 
those supported by ADF funds, instead of counting program-based approaches 
in ADF countries 

                                                 
1  For details: ADB. 2009. Development Effectiveness Review 2008. Manila (Appendix 1); and ADB. 2010. 

Development Effectiveness Review 2009. Manila (Appendix 3). 
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK RESULTS FRAMEWORK WITH PROPOSED REFINEMENTS 

Level 1: Asia and Pacific Development Outcomes 
 

  ADB ADFa  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Base- 
line 

Value 

2015 
Target 

Base- 
line 

Value 

2015 
Target 

Remarks 

Poverty and Human Development 
Population living on less than $1.25 

(PPP) per day (%) 
2005 27.7 27.1 33.8 29.7  

Primary education completion rate, 
both sexes (%) 

2005 88.7 100.0 78.3 100.0  

Ratio of girls to boys in:         
Primary education 2005 0.96 1.00 0.91 1.00  
Secondary education 2005 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00  
Tertiary education 2005 0.81 1.00 0.70 1.00  

Women in nonagricultural wage 
employment (%) 

2005 30.0 Increase 26.5 Increase  

Under-5 child mortality (per 1,000 live 
births) 

2005 60.0 30.1 74.1 39.0  

Women (aged 15 and above) living 
with HIV (number, million) 

2001 1.58 Halt or 
reverse 

0.11 Halt or 
reverse 

 

Population with sustainable access to 
improved water source (%) 

        

Urban 2005 95.3 96.7 90.1 95.3  
Rural 2005 80.8 80.7 75.9 82.1  

Population with sustainable access to 
improved sanitation (%) 

        

Urban 2005 68.6 80.0 72.5 85.9  
Rural 2005 41.2 64.2 41.6 64.8  

Other Development Outcomes  
Gross domestic product:       

Gross domestic product per capita 
(at constant 2000 prices, $) 

2006 1,097  678   

Regional cooperation and integration:       
Intraregional trade in total Asia and 

the Pacific trade (%)b 
2005 51  58   

Access to basic infrastructure:       
Telecommunications: fixed lines and 

mobile telephone subscribers 
(per 1,000 people) 

2006 398  274   

Access of rural population to an all-
season road (%) 

2003 76  68  Tracking of indicator 
discontinued by data 
source. 

Roads: paved roads for every 
10,000 people (km) 

 
 
 
 
 

2005 11.7  9.6  Replaces the indicator 
access of rural population 
to an all-season road (%). 
Derived from two indicators 
from the publication World 
Development Indicators. 

REPLACE

with NEW 
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  ADB ADFa  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Base- 
line 

Value 

2015 
Target 

Base- 
line 

Value 

2015 
Target 

Remarks 

Electricity: household electrification 
rate (%) 

2002 69  47   

Finance: 
Banking assets to gross domestic 

product (%)  

 
2005 

 
78 

 
 

 
57 

 
 

Data tracked by ADB’s 
Office of Regional 
Economic Integration. 

Governance:       
Cost to start business (% of gross 

national income per capita) 
2006 42  49   

Time to start business (days) 2006 43  45   
Governance and public sector 

management assessment from 
country performance assessments 

2006   3.3   

Environment:       
Carbon dioxide emissions (metric 

tons per capita) 
2005 2.5  1.2   

Add NEW 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADF = Asian Development Fund, km = kilometer, PPP = purchasing power parity.  
Note: Deleted items are indicated in strikethrough; additional items are indicated in bold and italics. 
a  ADF includes all countries with access to ADF during its eighth replenishment period (2005–2008). 
b Formerly named “Intraregional trade in Asia-Pacific’s total trade (%).” 
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Level 2: Contribution to Country Outcomes: Key Outputs 
RENAME as: Core Outputs and Outcomes 

  

 ADB ADF  
Indicator Delivered 

Outputs 
2004–2007 

Programmed 
Outputs 

2009–2012 

Delivered 
Outputs 

2004–2007 

Programmed 
Outputs 

2009–2012 

Remarks 

Education       
Classrooms built or upgraded (number) 115,100 76,100 112,000 71,400   
Teachers trained (number) 564,000 1,518,000 488,600 1,517,000 
Students benefiting from school improvement 

programs or direct support (number) 
19,650,000 

 
22,515,000 

 
17,477,000 

 
20,385,000 

 
Energy      
Installed energy generation capacity (MW 

equivalent) 
4,200 13,200 252 8  

Transmission lines installed or upgraded (km) 9,100 6,800 2,200 1,200  
Distribution lines installed or upgraded (km) 17,200 150,200 17,000 3,800  
New households connected to electricity 

(number) 
751,900 447,500 673,500 152,500  

Greenhouse gas emission reduction (tCO2-
equiv/yr) 

22,517,000 11,747,000 4,308,500 1,200  

Finance      
Microfinance accounts opened or end 

borrowers reached (number) 
1,182,000 2,563,000 1,182,000 433,000  

Small and medium-sized enterprise loan 
accounts opened or end borrowers reached 
(number) 

5,900 213,900 5,800 202,000  

Transport       
Expressways built or upgraded (km) 1,500 1,300 162 0  
National highways, provincial, district, and 

rural roads built or upgraded (km) 
26,900 48,000 18,600 18,700 

Railways constructed and/or upgraded (km) 2,400 2,800 507 888  
Beneficiaries from road projects (number) 410,163,000 222,164,000 140,964,000 97,449,000  
Water      
Water supply pipes installed or upgraded: 

length of network (km) 
19,300 14,800 8,600 11,100  

New households served with water supply 
(number) 

2,104,000 4,823,000 415,800 1,292,600  

Wastewater treatment capacity added m3/day) 1,380,000 4,566,000 235,000 572,600  
New households served with sanitation 

(number) 
1,501,000 9,393,000 94,800 2,165,900  

Land improved through irrigation services, 
drainage, and flood management (hectares) 

1,556,000 2,682,000 1,278,000 667,500  

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADF = Asian Development Fund, km = kilometer, MW = megawatt, m3/day = cubic 
meter per day, tCO2-equiv/yr = tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year. 
Note: Renamed items are indicated in bold and italics. 
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Level 3: Operational Effectiveness 
 

  ADB ADF  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Baseline 

Value 
2012 

Target 
Baseline 

Value 
2012 

Target 
Remarks 

Quality of Completed 
Operations 

     NEW category of indicators, 
focusing on past operations 
and their results. 

Completed CPSs rated 
successful (%)a  

2009 50 70 50 70 MOVED from Operational 
Quality and Portfolio 
Performance category. 
“Results-based” removed as 
all CPSs are results-based. 

Completed sovereign operations 
rated successful (%)b 

2004–
2006 

average 

72 
 

80 
 

75 
 

80 
 

MOVED from Operational 
Quality and Portfolio 
Performance category.  

Completed nonsovereign 
operations rated 
successful (%) 

2008–
2010 

average 

TBD 80 
 

  Separately assesses 
performance of nonsovereign 
operations at completion 
using XARRs, validation 
reports, and PPERs. 

Completed technical assistance 
operations rated successful 
(%)c 

2004–
2006 

average 

78 80 72 80 MOVED from Knowledge 
Management category. 

Positive perceptions on ADB 
effectiveness in reducing 
poverty (%)d 

2006 45 60 Same as ADB MOVED from Operational 
Quality and Portfolio 
Performance category. 

Operational Quality and 
Portfolio Performance  
Quality at Entry and Portfolio 

Performance 

     Focuses on new and ongoing 
operations (progress toward 
results).  

Quality-at-entry of CPSs rated 
satisfactory (%)e 

2006 33 80 33 80  

Quality-at-entry of sovereign 
projects rated satisfactory (%)f 

2006 81 85 76 85  

Quality-at-entry of 
nonsovereign projects rated 
satisfactory (%) 

2006 50 85   Separately assesses 
nonsovereign operations. 

Project performance at 
implementation rated 
satisfactory (%)g  

2004–
2006 

average 

90 Maintain 91 90  

Average time from approval to 
first disbursement in 
sovereign operations 
(months) 

2006 12 10 13 
 

12 MOVED from Level 4 to Level 
3 as it measures portfolio 
performance (start-up time).  

Finance Mobilization 
Finance Transfer and 

Mobilization 

     “Transfer” is added to Finance 
Mobilization: better captures 
the nature of disbursements 
from funds already committed. 

Overall disbursement ratio for 
sovereign operations (%)h 

2006 23 At least 
23 

18 20  

Overall disbursement ratio for 
nonsovereign loans and 
equity (%)i 

2006 43 At least 
50 

   

DVA cofinancing relative to ADB 
financing approved annually 
(%)j 

2004–
2006 

average 

10 
 

20 
 

14 
 

20 
 

 

CREATE 
CATEGORY 

RENAME

RENAME

Add NEW 

Add NEW 
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  ADB ADF  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Baseline 

Value 
2012 

Target 
Baseline 

Value 
2012 

Target 
Remarks 

Financing for Strategy 2020 
Core Operational Areas 

      

Financing for Strategy 2020 core 
operational areas (%)k 

2008 79 80 67   

Projects supporting private 
sector development (%)l 

2004–
2006 

29 30 14   

Projects supporting regional 
cooperation and integration 
(%)m 

2004–
2006 

7 15 11   

Projects supporting environmental 
sustainability (%)n 

2004–
2006 

14 25 9   

Projects with gender 
mainstreaming (%)o 

2004–
2006 

35 40 45 50  

Knowledge Management       
Annual MAKE survey 

assessment rating (%) 
2006 54 60 Same as ADB  

Ratings of TCRs (% successful) 2004-
2006 

78 80 72 80 MOVED to Quality of 
Completed Operations 

ADB perceived externally as 
excellent source of 
knowledge on development 
issues (% strongly agreeing) 

2009 29 
 

40 Same as ADB Measures ADB’s 
effectiveness in creating and 
sharing knowledge as 
perceived by clients.  

Partnerships       
Sovereign operations with CSO 

participation (%)p 
2006 79 80 80 80  

New program-based approaches 
approved (number) 

2006 5 10 4 8  

CPS and CPR missions 
conducted jointly with at least 
one other development 
partner (% annually)q 

2006 33 60 40 60  

Add NEW 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADF = Asian Development Fund, CPR = country portfolio review, CPS = country 
partnership strategy, CSO = civil society organization, DVA = direct value-added, MAKE = Most Admired Knowledge 
Enterprises, PPER = project performance evaluation report, TBD = to be determined, TCR = technical assistance 
completion report, XARR = extended annual review report. 
a Formerly named “Evaluation ratings of results-based CPS (% successful).” 
b Formerly named “Average annual combined ratings of PPERs, PVRs, and PCRs (% successful).” 
c Formerly named “Ratings of TCRs (% successful).” 
d Formerly named “Partnership survey results: perception on ADB effectiveness regarding reducing poverty (% with 

excellent and good perception).” 
e Formerly named “Quality-at-entry rating of CPS (% satisfactory).” 
f Formerly named “Quality-at-entry rating of projects (% satisfactory).” 
g Formerly named “PPR at implementation (% satisfactory).” 
h Formerly named “Overall disbursement ratio for public sector loans (%).” 
i Formerly named “Overall disbursement ratio for private sector loans and equity (%).” 
j Formerly named “Proportion of DVA cofinancing relative to ADB loans and grants approved annually (%).” 
k Formerly named “Proportion of lending to Strategy 2020 core operational areas (%).” 
l Formerly named “Proportion of projects supporting private sector development (%).” 
m Formerly named “Proportion of projects supporting regional cooperation (%).” 
n Formerly named “Proportion of projects supporting environmental sustainability (%).” 
o Formerly named “Proportion of projects with gender mainstreaming (%).” 
p Formerly named “Proportion of public sector projects with NGO and/or CSO participation (%).” 
q Formerly named “Proportion of CPS and CPR missions conducted jointly with at least one other development partner 

(% annually).” 
Note: Deleted items are indicated in strikethrough; additional and renamed items are indicated in bold and italics. 
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Level 4: Organizational Effectiveness 
 

  ADB  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Baseline 

Value 
2012 Target Remarks 

Human Resources     
Budgeted professional staff and national 

officers in operations departments (%) 
2004–2006 

average 
52 56  

Budgeted professional staff and national 
officers in resident missions (%) 

2004–2006 
average 

42 48  

Representation of women professional 
staff in total (%) 

2007 29 
 

35 
 

 

Staff engagement survey results (index) 2008 60 67  
Budget Adequacy     
Internal administrative expenses per 

$1 million of public and private sector 
project approval ($’000) 

2004–2006 
average 

43 Maintain  

Internal administrative expenses per 
project approved ($ million in 2000 
constant prices) 

2004–2006 
average 

2.8 Maintain  

Internal administrative expenses per 
$1 million disbursement ($’000) 

2004–2006 
average 

62 Maintain  

Internal administrative expenses per 
project under implementation  
($’000 in 2000 constant prices) 

2004–2006 
average 

427 Maintain or increase  

ADB = Asian Development Bank. 
 
  ADB ADF  
Indicator Baseline 

Year 
Base- 
line 

Value 

2012 
Target 

Base- 
line 

Value 

2012 
Target 

Remarks 

Business Processes and Practices       
Average sovereign operations 

processing time (months from fact-
finding to approval effectiveness) 

2006 21 
 

27 

18 
 

16 

22 
 

27 

20 
 

16 

Change is to align with 
streamlined business 
processes, which consider 
effectiveness the end of 
project processing.  

Average time from approval to first 
disbursement in sovereign operations 
(months) 

2006 12 10 13 12 MOVED to Level 3.  
 

Sovereign operations administered by 
resident missions (%)a 

2006 39 43 36 43  

Resident missions leading country 
programming (%)  

2007 91 100 94 100 Focus on growing country-
related tasks of resident 

Resident missions leading country 
portfolio review (%) 

2007 91 100 89 100 missions. Baseline: all 22 
resident missions as of 
2006. 

Resident missions leading country 
economic work (%) 

2007 91 100 89 100  

CHANGE 

Add 3 NEW 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADF = Asian Development Fund, DEfR = Development Effectiveness Review. 
a Formerly named “Proportion of loans and grants administered by field offices (%).” 
Note: Deleted items are indicated in strikethrough; additional items are indicated in bold and italics. 
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NEW LEVEL 2 INDICATORS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

1. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has begun collecting data for a number of new 
project output and outcome indicators to measure progress on its new sector operational 
directions. These indicators are in results frameworks of sector policy and strategy documents,1 
or proposed by ADB’s communities of practice for various sectors. ADB will review the quality 
and relevance of the data to determine whether the indicators can be considered as possible 
new indicators during the review of ADB’s results framework planned in 2012.  

A. Education  

2. ADB is collecting data for possible new education indicators that focus on quality, 
inclusiveness, and relevant skills. The following indicators represent key themes under ADB’s 
education sector operations plan, approved in 2010:2 

(i) Students with expanded and improved educational resources, e.g., classrooms, 
materials, and information and communication technology (number) 

(ii) Disadvantaged students with direct support for education (number) 
(iii) Teachers with minimum qualifications and training (number) 
(iv) Students with improved curriculum, learning standards, and assessment (number) 
(v) Education institutions with quality standards (number) 
(vi) Education institutions with greater autonomy and decentralized management 

(number) 
 

B. Energy 

3. ADB’s 2009 Energy Policy has a results framework as its monitoring tool. While data 
collection will cover all the indicators in the framework, two of these are considered relevant for 
possible incorporation into ADB’s results framework given the policy’s emphasis on renewable 
energy and energy efficiency: (i) additional installed capacity using renewable energy 
(megawatt), and (ii) electricity saved (gigawatt-hour).  

C. Transport 

4. ADB has experienced considerable methodological problems with the existing indicator 
“beneficiaries from road projects.”3 As its possible replacement, ADB is considering two new 
indicators: (i) movement of people and goods on roads built or upgraded (average daily vehicle-
kilometers); and (ii) movement of people and goods on railways built or upgraded (average daily 
converted ton-kilometers). These indicators represent typical transport sector outcomes in terms 
of the usage of roads and railways. They allow more accurate and credible measurement of 
transport outcomes. Adding an outcome indicator on railways supplements the existing output 
indicator on railways (kilometers).  

5. Another indicator under consideration is “urban rail- and bus-based mass transit systems 
built or upgraded (kilometers).” ADB expects to expand its operations significantly in urban 
transport.  

6. All three indicators are consistent with ADB’s 2010 Sustainable Transport Initiative.  
                                                 
1 ADB. 2010. Education by 2020: A Sector Operations Plan. Manila; ADB. 2009. Energy Policy. Manila; and ADB. 

2010. Sustainable Transport Initiative Operational Plan. Staff Working Paper May 2010. Manila. 
2 Indicators could be disaggregated for level of education, and further for poor communities, ethnic groups, and 

gender where information is available and meaningful. 
3 ADB. 2009. Development Effectiveness Review 2008. Manila (Appendix 3). 
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